We restrict ourselves to the symmetric case c d = c m−2−d . In the end, we obtain a basis of the Q-vector space of these relations for prime powers m and for m = pq, where p = q are primes.
Introduction
Let x be a real number, 0 ≤ x < 1, and x = [0, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . .] the (regular) continued fraction expansion of x. Birkhoff's ergodic theorem (see [4, p. 
for all x ∈ [0, 1) up to those in a set of Lebesgue measure 0 (see [5] and [4, p. 227] ). Here Γ(. . .) denotes Euler's gamma function. We write H(m, d) for the number in (1) .
One has H(4, 1) = 1/2 (see [4, p. 228] ). In the remaining cases the numbers H(m, d) are supposed to be transcendental (a partial result in this direction is [3, Satz 8] ). However, the arithmetic properties of these numbers are still awaiting a more thorough investigation. So far our previous paper [3] seems to be the only attempt of this kind. In the said article we exhibited certain inhomogeneous Q-linear relations among the numbers H(m, d), for instance, H(12, 1) = H(12, 6) + H(12, 7) + H(12, 8) + 1/3.
Here we study, in a more systematic way, homogeneous Q-linear relations, i. e., rational numbers c d such that We call the numbers S d , 1 ≤ d ≤ m/2 − 1, the symmetric frequencies modulo m. The symmetric frequencies are logarithms of numbers in a cyclotomic field. This allows the application of results about cyclotomic fields (in particular, about units) to our problem. Put m ′ = ⌊m/2⌋. By means of the formula Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π/ sin(πz), 0 < z < 1, we obtain
and
(see [3, formulas (18) , (26), (31)]). Observe that all logarithms are taken from positive real numbers. These formulas make the connection of symmetric frequencies with cyclotomic fields obvious. In order to study linear relations among the numbers S d , we need some framework. We work with the polynomial ring
. . , S m ′ −1 ) = 0. Of course, the S-relations form a Q-linear subspace of the space QX 1 + . . . + QX m ′ −1 of linear forms. Our main goal is the description of a Q-basis of this subspace.
To this end we introduce numbers U k , k = 1, . . . , m ′ , which are closely connected with the S d 's but more appropriate for this purpose. Let
Note that U 1 = 0. In Section 2 we will see that the Q-vector spaces QS 1 +. 
The results of Section 2 yield a linear isomorphism
which maps the Q-subspace of U-relations onto the subspace of S-relations. In Section 3 we describe a Q-basis of the space of U-relations in the case of a prime power m = p n . By means of ϕ we know a Q-basis of the space of S-relations for these numbers m in every particular case.
The case of composite numbers m seems to be quite involved. We settle only the cases m = pq, where p and q are two distinct primes ≥ 3 (Section 4), and m = 2p, p a prime ≥ 3 (Section 5).
In Section 6 we consider a family of short S-relations. Thereby, we show that in many cases not every subset of S 1 , . . . , S m ′ −1 of appropriate size can serve as a basis of the space QS 1 + . . . + QS m ′ −1 .
The connection between the numbers S d and U k
Let m ′ = ⌊m/2⌋ be as above. Obviously, we have, from (2), (3), and (4),
Conversely, we have
This identity is a matter of telescoping sums. Indeed,
The identity (7) can also be written
In order to apply the identities (5), (6) , and (8) to linear relations, we define a Q-linear isomorphism
Of course, the inverse mapping of ϕ is given by
Here and in the sequel we use the convention Y 1 = 0. From the above it is obvious that ϕ maps a U-relation
Indeed, ϕ induces an isomorphism between the two spaces of Q-linear relations. Since we are going to describe a basis of the space of U-relations, it is advisable to know how ϕ transforms a U-relation R ′ as above. We obtain
Note that the coefficients c d can be computed, in a convenient way, by recursion. Indeed, we have
3. The case m = p 
for every k ∈ Z. Let m = p n be a prime power. We consider the multiplicative subgroup M of R × that is generated by the positive numbers
We start with the case n ≥ 2. First we will show that M is generated by the set
In what follows we use the abbreviations j; p r and j; p r for products and sums running over all j ∈ {1, . . . , m} that are ≡ 1 mod p r .
Proposition 1 Let m = p n , n ≥ 2, be as above, r ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, and k ∈ Z, (k, p) = 1. Then
Proof. Note that all quantities on the right hand side of formula (12) are positive. From (10) we see that
Hence it suffices to show
We compare the denominators on both sides of (13). On the left we have (1 − ζ m )
and on the right
Here we have used
and the respective identity for the case r = 1. Obviously, both denominators coincide. In the case of the numerators we use
together with the special case r = 1, k = 1 of this formula. Formula (14) follows from the identity of polynomials
r th root of unity). By (14), the numerator on the right hand side of (13) takes the form
which is the numerator on the left hand side.
Next we observe that
With this notation, Proposition 1 readily gives U-relations in the above sense.
Theorem 1 Let m = p n , n ≥ 2, be as above, r ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, and k ∈ Z, (k, p) = 1.
Observe that the set {(kj) red ; j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ≡ 1 mod p n−r } is not always identical with {j red ; j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ≡ k mod p n−r }.
Example. Let m = 27, r = 1, k = 2. Then (15) reduces to
Next we observe that the generators of M given in (11) are independent (as generators of a multiplicative group). Indeed, The map log 2 : R + → R : x → log 2 (x) is a group isomorphism between the multiplicative group of positive real numbers and the additive group R. It maps the aforesaid set of independent generators of M onto the Z-linearly independent set
Accordingly, these U k 's are also Q-linearly independent. By Theorem 1, they form a basis of the vector space QU 2 + . . . + QU m ′ . Therefore, the space of U-relations has the Q-dimension m ′ − 1 − ϕ(m)/2. On the other hand, Theorem 1 gives the U-relations
Here we use the convention Y 1 = 0 again and observe that (p r k) red = p r k for these values of r and k. Counting the relations R r,k yields a total of (p n−1 − 3)/2 relations of this kind if p ≥ 3, and 2
n−2 − 1 relations if p = 2. These numbers coincide with the above Q-dimension m ′ − 1 − ϕ(m)/2. The relations R r,k are Q-linearly independent. Indeed, the variable Y p r k occurs in R r,k with the coefficient −1, since the numbers (jk) red and j red are not divisible by p for the respective values of k and j. On the other hand, Y p r k does not occur in any other R r ′ ,k ′ for (r ′ , k ′ ) = (r, k). Altogether, we have shown
, and k > 1 if r = 1, form a basis of the Q-vector space of U-relations.
Finally, we turn to the case n = 1. So m = p is a prime ≥ 5 and m ′ = (p−1)/2. The group M is generated, by its definition, by the numbers sin(πk/p)/ sin(π/p), k = 2, . . . , (p−1)/2. Since these numbers form a system of independent units in the Ring Z[ζ p ] (see [6, p. 144 f.]), the numbers U k , k = 2, . . . , (p − 1)/2, are Q-linearly independent. So there is only the trivial U-relation 0.
The isomorphism ϕ of the foregoing section allows the computation of a basis of the Q-vector space of S-relations in any given case (see (9)). In particular, we obtain the following examples.
Examples. 1. Let m = 27. The U-relations R 1,2 , R 1,4 and R 2,1 forming a basis of the space of U-relations are transformed into the following S-relations:
Inserting S 1 , . . . , S 12 into these relations gives 0. By Gauss elimination, we obtain S 1 = S 4 + 3S 5 + S 6 + S 7 + S 9 + S 10 + 3S 11 + 2S 12 , S 2 = −S 5 + S 6 + 2S 7 + 3S 8 + 2S 9 + S 10 − S 11 , S 3 = −S 4 + S 9 + 2S 10 + 3S 11 + 2S 12 .
This shows that S 4 , . . . , S 12 form a Q-Basis of QS 1 + . . . + QS 12 .
2. Let m = 32. In this case we obtain, by the same procedure, S 1 = S 8 + 2S 9 + 2S 10 + 2S 11 + 4S 12 + 5S 13 + 7S 14 + 8S 15 , S 2 = 2S 10 + 4S 11 + 2S 12 + 2S 13 + S 14 , S 3 = −S 11 + S 12 + 2S 13 + 3S 14 + 4S 15 , S 4 = S 8 + 2S 9 , S 5 = −S 9 + S 10 + 2S 11 + S 12 , S 6 = −S 8 + S 12 + 2S 13 + S 14 , S 7 = S 14 + 2S 15 .
Again, S 8 , . . . , S 15 form a Q-basis of QS 1 + . . . + QS 15
By a result of Baker, the Q-bases in the above examples are linearly independent over the field of algebraic numbers (see [1, Ch. 3] ). If Schanuel's conjecture is true, each of these bases even consists of algebraically independent elements up to at most one (see [2, Ch. 4] ).
The case m = pq
Let m = pq, where p and q are distinct primes ≥ 3. As above, put m ′ = ⌊m/2⌋. Let (k, m) = 1. In this case the U-relations come from
where the product runs over all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ≡ 1 mod p, (j, q) = 1, and q * is defined by* ≡ 1 mod p. Combined with the case k = 1 of (17), this gives
Here the sums run over the same numbers as the product in (17). Further, k red is defined as in the foregoing section.
In order to obtain a suitable set of U-relations, we denote by H p a subset of Z with the following properties: For every k ∈ H p , (k, q) = 1; for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,
For instance, if p < q we may choose {1, . . . , (p − 1)/2} as a suitable set H p . We may assume that 1 ∈ H p . Then we denote the set
Observe the convention Y 1 = 0. In the same way we obtain, for every l ∈ H ′ q , the U-relation
where pp * ≡ 1 mod q. Altogether, we have found |H
The main task of this section consists in showing that these U-relations are Q-linearly independent. To this end let k ∈ H p . Then the numbers (kj) red , j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ≡ 1 mod p, (j, q) = 1, are all distinct. Otherwise, we have the congruence kj ≡ ±kj ′ mod m with j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j
mod q together with j ≡ j ′ mod p makes both j ≡ j ′ mod m and j ≡ −j ′ mod m impossible. Altogether, we see that j ≡ j ′ mod m and j = j ′ . Since the said numbers (kj) red are distinct, we may define, for k ∈ H p , C k = {(kj) red ; j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ≡ 1 mod p, (j, q) = 1} and write, for k ∈ H ′ p ,
In the same way we may define, for l ∈ H q ,
and write, for l ∈ H ′ q ,
Observe that only the sets C 1 and C ′ 1 contain 1. The following lemma plays a key role in the proof of the linear independence of our U-relations.
Proof. By the Chinese remainder theorem, there is a number r ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that r ≡ k mod p, r ≡ l mod q. (21) hold. We show that r ∈ C k ∩ C ′ l . To this end we construct a j ≡ 1 mod p, (j, q) = 1, such that r ≡ kj mod m. From (21) we infer (r, m) = 1, since (k, p) = 1 and (l, q) = 1.
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , m} be such that j ≡ 1 + tp mod m. Then j ≡ 1 mod p and (j, q) = 1, since kj ≡ r mod q and (r, q) = 1. Further, r ≡ kj mod p and r ≡ kj mod q. Accordingly, (kj) red = r, since r ≤ m/2.
In the same way we find a j ′ ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that
Observe that for k, k
With these tools at hand we are able to prove the following theorem.
Proof. Suppose that p > q ≥ 3. We treat the case q = 3 first. In this case H ′ q = ∅, so we have only to show that the R p,k , k ∈ H ′ p , are Q-linearly independent. Since j ∈ C k , k ∈ H p , implies (j, m) = 1, but (qk) red ≡ (qq * k) red ≡ (qq * ) red ≡ q ≡ 0 mod q, it suffices to consider the equation
Next suppose that q ≥ 5, so H ′ q = ∅. By the above argument, it suffices to consider the equation 
This is easy to see, for instance,
The numbers of (23) are the absolute values of the Ramachanda units in Q(ζ m ) (see [6, p. 147] ). Since these units are independent (as elements of Z[ζ m ] × ), the numbers of (23) are also independent units of Z[ζ m ]. In addition, sin(π/p)/ sin(π/m) is associated to (1 − ζ p )/(1 − ζ m ), by (10). However, 1 − ζ p generates the prime ideal of Z[ζ p ] lying above p, whereas 1 − ζ m is a unit in Z[ζ m ]. In particular, sin(π/p)/ sin(π/m) is not a unit, so it does not lie in the group generated by the units of (23). The same argument holds for sin(π/q)/ sin(π/m). Moreover, the set of the units of (23), extended by these two numbers, is also independent. Hence the group M contains a set of ϕ(m)/2 − 1 + 2 = ϕ(m)/2 + 1 independent elements. As in Section 3, the group isomorphism log 2 : R + → R transforms this set into a Q-linearly independent subset of QU 2 + . . . + QU m ′ . Accordingly, this vector space has a Q-dimension ≥ ϕ(m)/2 + 1. This means that the space of U-relations has a Qdimension ≤ m ′ − 1 − (ϕ(m)/2 + 1) = (p + q)/2 − 3. By Theorem 3, we know a set of |H Example. Let p = 7, q = 5. Then we obtain the U-relations
As in the foregoing section, this gives S 1 = −S 4 + S 5 + 2S 6 + 3S 7 + 3S 8 + 5S 9 + 4S 10 + 2S 11 + 2S 12 + S 13 − S 15 , S 2 = S 4 − S 5 − 3S 6 − 3S 7 − S 8 − 2S 9 + 2S 11 + 3S 12 + 6S 13 + 7S 14 + 8S 15 + 6S 16 , S 3 = −S 4 + S 5 + 3S 6 + 3S 7 + S 8 + S 9 − 2S 13 − 2S 14 − 3S 15 − 2S 16 .
Hence S 4 , . . . , S 16 form a Q-basis of QS 1 + . . . + QS 16 .
Remark. Most of the products in this paper have to do with norms between cyclotomic fields. For instance, the left hand side of (17) can be written as
We found, however, that the concept of norm does not simplify the present subject matter.
The case m = 2p
Let p ≥ 3 be a prime and m = 2p. In particular, m ′ = p. We briefly give the facts in this case. The space QU 2 + . . . + QU p has the Q-basis U k , k even, 2 ≤ k ≤ p − 1, together with U p . Moreover, the remaining values U k , 3 ≤ k ≤ p − 2, k odd, can be expressed by this basis in the following form:
Accordingly, the U-relations
Since the dimension of the space of U-relations equals p − 1 − ((p − 1)/2 + 1) = (p − 3)/2, these U-relations form a Q-basis of this space.
As to the proof, we remark that the numbers sin(πk/p)/ sin(π/p), , only by a factor that is a root of unity. A similar consideration proves the second identity.
Short S-relations
Let m ≥ 4 be arbitrary and, as above, m ′ = ⌊m/2⌋. Let t denote the dimension of the Q-vector space generated by all symmetric frequencies S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m ′ −1 . In the cases m = 27, 32, 35 we have seen that S m ′ −t , S m ′ −t−1 , . . . , S m ′ −1 form a Q-basis of this space. The author has found that this assertion holds for each m ≤ 35 (which includes cases not considered here). So this might be true for all m ≥ 4. One may ask whether S 1 , . . . , S t is also a Q-basis of this space. This, however, is not true in all cases. .
If we use the identities sin(πj/m ′ ) = 2 sin(πj/m) cos(πj/m) and sin(π(j − 1)/m ′ ) = 2 sin(π(j − 1)/m) cos(π(j − 1)/m), the expression inside the brackets becomes
